HAZMAT COMMERCIAL
Premier Drysuit for Contaminated Water Diving
The HAZMAT Commercial (COM) Drysuit is designed with the professional
commercial diver in mind. The HAZMAT COM is equipped with a yoke for use
with a diving helmet and provides durability and protection especially during
Contaminated Water Diving (CWD) tasks.
Using high-performance chemical and abrasion resistant materials, as well as
advanced construction techniques, the HAZMAT COM Drysuit provides two
layers of water and chemical protection. All seams are reinforced, stitched, then
heat sealed at over 600°C inside and out, producing an extremely durable
drysuit. This construction results in a smooth interior and exterior surface which
enables easy decontamination of most chemicals.

Key Features
Chemical-resistant polyurethane layer inside and out


Interior and exterior tape welded seams

Tear and puncture resistant nylon core

Highest available abrasion resistance

Attached heavy-duty poly boots

Permanently attached round wrist rings with replaceable











Polytex Pro wrist seals
Apeks contaminated water (CW) dual exhaust valve
Apeks standard inflation valve (CW version available)
Suit is supplied with choice of attached helmet yoke to fit:
- Kirby Morgan - all models
- Aqua Lung/Gorski G3000SS
- Miller, Desco Air hat
Standard neck seal inside yoke
Optional convenience zipper
Optional heavy-duty steel toe and shank boots
Available in red/black or all black
Easy to clean and decontaminate inside and out
Includes hood liner, internal suspenders, inflator hose, HAZMAT
patch kit and a drysuit bag

Sizes
XS, S, SK, M, MT, MK, L, LT, LK, XL, XLK, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL


See online size chart for details
HAZMAT Multi-Laminate Material
Inner: fully sealed washable, chemical




resistant polyurethane
Interior and exterior tape welded seams
Tear and puncture resistant nylon core
Outer: fully sealed washable, chemicalresistant polyurethane
HAZMAT COM shown with fitted helmet neck
ring (not included)

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

611987

Drysuit, HAZMAT COM, Red/Black - Made to Order (MTO)

611988

Drysuit, HAZMAT COM, Red/Black - Made to Measure (MTM)

611989

Drysuit, HAZMAT COM, Black - Made to Order (MTO)

611990

Drysuit, HAZMAT COM, Black - Made to Measure (MTM)
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